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Question

Other input

Name/Organization/Country Question/Input

Birgilio Rivera Uso Intelligente ASV/AG
Smart Use

Our organization Uso Inteligente ASV
AC/Smart Use is working with students of
ITESM in Mexico with many projects, 6 of
them are different projects of recycling
components of electronic devices to create
other electronic products (toys, counters,
microphones), the students would like to
participate and share information, our
organization has shared and be part of
many forums but never being considered to
share our efforts, not even being attended
our information.... Can we share the
students’ information, or engage them to
participate? We don’t want to share their
information and not being considered or
respected...

Omondi Peter (Global Youth Forum) What is being done to empower the youth

in the Rural communities in relation to

Science and Technology Advancement?

Good point on Schools. Marginalised

schools are disadvantaged. What is UNDESA

doing to empower the marginalised school

children access digital learning tools?

What is being done to protect young

innovators with great ideas from being

exploited by the well established



organisations?

How are the Youth in the marginalised

communities be involved in such

engagements and how is UNDESA working

to incorporate the marginalised youth on

SDGs work?

How can youth led community based

organisations like Global Youth Forum work

with UNDESA to advance SDG agenda?

Infrastructure is key towards STI work.

Mary Namukose (GIS Uganda) I would be interested to know how

countries from the global south are

contributing to this process.

Anant Bhaskar Garg (HRDEF) Please let us know more on youth

engagement with STI4SDG especially in

developing countries.

Mila Rosenthal (New York Academy of

Sciences )

What is the relationship between the STI

Forum and the UNGA Science Summit?

Tamara Seres Claivaz ( Crowdhelix) How can we as newcomers to the UN STI

Forum most effectively liaise with the

forum and start collaboration?

Godfrey Gumisiriza (5th year medicine and

surgery student and innovator)

I would like to know how us the individual

innovators could  be part of this ?


